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Reviews for 
The Wholeness Cookbook

The Wholeness Cookbook is a saucy and gorgeous feast of 
wisdom, guidance and delight. It is far more than just another 
cookbook. It is a passionate manifesto for holistic health, practical, 
emotional and spiritual written by a profound mystic and wise 
health coach who knows that “health is an ongoing process, 
but requires sustained engagement.” Everyone should read its 
instructions with joy, especially sacred activists who will need a 
MV\UKH[PVU�VM�NSV^PUN�OLHS[O�MVY�[OLPY�ZLSÅLZZ�ZLY]PJL��0�JHUUV[�
recommend it highly enough.

Andrew Harvey— Oxford University’s youngest fellow 
and author of The Hope: A Guide to Sacred Activism

Having spent most of my adult life in professional kitchens, 
Asha Paul’s Wholeness Cookbook provides a timely and welcome 
perspective that enriches my soul. Wellness, spirituality and 
delicious food all for a better life!

Paul Kahan—Celebrity Chef-Restaurateur

In this era of high stress and intense emotions, Asha Paul 
enlightens us with a naturalistic understanding of the relationship 
between food, mood and wholeness. You’ll love her authentic way 
of sharing a sacred view of cooking. The Wholeness Cookbook 
VɈLYZ�H�Z^LL[�TVYZLS�VM�UH[\YHS�^PZKVT�

Deborah Sandella, PhD, RN — Author of Goodbye Hurt & Pain



The Wholeness Cookbook is a warm and friendly reference that is chock-full 
of wisdom, philosophy and deeply nutritious recipes. It's a beautiful addition to 
my kitchen library.

Ami Parkerson — Wholesale Sales Manager, New World Publishing

We’ve all heard the phrase “You are what you eat.” Integrative Nutrition 
/LHS[O�*VHJO�(ZOH�7H\S�[HRLZ�H�KPɈLYLU[�HWWYVHJO·^OH[�`V\�LH[�Z\WWVY[Z�
who you want to become. In The Wholeness Cookbook�`V\�^PSS�ÄUK�ZV�T\JO�
more than delicious recipes for refreshing Blackberry Soda or a comforting 
Weary Traveler’s Régénérer. Paul will take you on a holistic journey exploring 
the mind-body connection, spirituality and food, and pressing conversations 
about politics, diets, and the trap of “healthy foods.” If you’re a human who 
eats, this book is for you!

Laura Thomas — author of The Magic of Well-Being: A Modern 
Guide to Lasting Happiness and founder of Next Level Story
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Preface
Although this is technically a cookbook, it is my ardent desire that you will 

see it as much more. For health comprises more than just what we put in our 
bodies.

There are four sections to this book: 

1 Section One: Introduction

1 Section Two: Food, Philosophy, and Healing 
1 Section Three: Recipes

1 Section Four: Final Words and More

Over 25 years ago, as I was about to join the faculty at a graduate program, 
I was told by the director of the school that my course could be listed as a 
ZPTWSL�JVVRPUN�JSHZZ��I\[�UV[OPUN�TVYL��5V[OPUN�YLSH[LK�[V�[OL�OLHS[O�ILULÄ[Z�
of food, or lifestyle changes for well-being—just cooking.

Instinctively, I felt that it was not something I could bring myself to do. 
Even though working in the university circuit would have been an asset to my 
I\KKPUN�JHYLLY��0�RUL^�[OPZ�VWWVY[\UP[`�^HZ�UV[�[OL�YPNO[�Ä[��0[�IYVRL�T`�OLHY[�
to say thank you, but no thanks. 

@V\�ZLL��0�OHK�SLHYULK�ÄYZ[OHUK�[OH[�JVVRPUN�PZ�TVYL�[OHU�H�TLHUZ�[V�HU�
end. Not only have I personally experienced the healing power of food through 
the act of cooking, but I nursed our eighty-year-old mentor back to health 
during his three-month stay with us in a remote corner of icy Vermont. That 
was thirty years ago. 

Since then, I have learned that no matter how much broccoli someone eats, 
they can still feel lousy if they are not taking care of their whole self. 
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Why? Because: 

1  There are no diets or magic pills to be, feel, and look our best.
1  The path to health is triune, i.e., practical, emotional, and spiritual.
1  Our bodies change, and what worked when we were younger often 

does not continue to work as we age.

So, what helps? A way of life! In other words, the composite of every aspect 
VM�V\Y�SPML�HɈLJ[Z�V\Y�health and well-being. This is what I want to share with 
you in this book: how to cultivate a healthy lifestyle that supports all areas of 
your life, while using cooking as the backbone of our journey.

I got into this line of work because it was personal. Although I was not a 
sickly child, I grew up to be a frail teenager with excruciating, long menstrual 
cycles. This condition lasted into my forties, which is when I made life-
altering changes. You see, I thought I was eating healthy and making good 
choices. But the fact was, my notion of “clean eating” was the very cause 
of my problem. It took two scary biopsies and the verge of losing my uterus 
to change my health outlook and philosophy. I’ll be sharing more later in the 
book.

Now if you are wondering what really is “clean eating” and where did it 
come from, here is a brief summary. 

The basis of clean eating stems from choosing foods in their natural state 
such as whole fruits, vegetables, etc., rather than consuming processed or 
packaged foods. This concept is similar to how our ancestors ate just a couple 
of hundred years ago, around the world. And if you do consume processed 
foods, do make sure that the processing is nominal. So far, so good. 

;OL�WYVISLT�HYPZLZ�^OLU�[OPZ�UV[PVU�ILJVTLZ�H�Ä_H[PVU�^OPJO�[\YUZ�[V�HU�
obsession and takes on a cultlike following. Unfortunately, it gets promoted 
by major cooking shows and celebrities where words like “low-fat,” “low-
calories,” “organic,” and so on, get thrown in to make it enticing for the 
consumer, with hardly any education or understanding about nutrition and/or 
OV^�LHJO�MVVK�HɈLJ[Z�V\Y�IVK`�HUK�V\Y�IYHPU�M\UJ[PVU��
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The term “clean eating” needs to be treated with caution. Why? Because 
of eating disorders such as orthorexia nervosa. I speak about this more in 
*OHW[LY����-VY�UV �̂�P[�Z\ɉJLZ�[V�ZH`�[OH[�P[�KPZWYV]LZ�[OL�THYRL[PUN�NPTTPJR�
VM�VUL�ZPaL�Ä[Z�HSS�WYVWHNHUKH�[OH[�OVVK^PURZ�\Z�PU[V�PUKPZJYPTPUH[L�I\`PUN�
ILJH\ZL�H�WYVK\J[�[V\[Z�JLY[HPU�OLHS[O�ILULÄ[Z��

2LLW�PU�TPUK��SPRL�H�ZUV^ÅHRL��LHJO�O\THU�ILPUN�PZ�\UPX\L��;OPZ�ZJPLU[PÄJ�
fact is known as bioindividuality.1 I see this played out in my own life as well as 
in students. To emphasis this point further, let me share with you a student’s 
history. Just last year, I started working with a student who is presently in 
his nineties. I had coached his son successfully in getting his health back on 
track through my methodology. Since they shared a household, the parent 
^P[ULZZLK�[OL�ZWLJ[HJ\SHY�YLZ\S[Z�HUK�[YHUZMVYTH[PVUZ�ÄYZ[�OHUK��(UK�L]LU�
though the man shared my recipes and coaching techniques with his father, 
it was only after the nonagenarian started working with me that he overcame 
years of digestive disorders and sleep problems.

;OL�JVUJLW[�VM�IPVPUKP]PK\HSP[`�PZ�OHYK�MVY�V\Y�X\PJR�Ä_�J\S[\YL�[V�HJJLW[��
as we have grown accustomed to accumulating lists of healthy foods and pill 
popping. We prefer this approach over behavioral changes, but it comes with a 
high cost to our physical and mental well-being. 

As a health coach, it is important to me to provide my students with current 
information. I avidly research cutting-edge discoveries in biology, nutrition, new 
psychology, and healthy aging. I would be doing a disservice to my profession 
PM�0�^LYL�UV[�Z[\K`PUN�\W�[V�KH[L�ZJPLU[PÄJ�PU]LU[PVUZ�KPZJV]LYPLZ�PU�[OL�ÄLSK�VM�
health and well-being. Beyond that, to put it simply, I’m just in love with good 
health!

My interest in cutting-edge information goes way back. I have always been 
bookish. The joy of reading preserved my sanity, especially between ages 
ÄM[LLU�HUK�LPNO[LLU��HZ�0�OHK�HU�LTV[PVUHSS`�HIZLU[�TV[OLY��,]LY`�^LLRLUK��
from the time I woke up on Saturday mornings until late Sunday night, I was 
left to my own devices. My mother preferred to spend her weekends in the 
company of her friends, far away, rather than home with her daughter. 

Looking back, this was a blessing in disguise. Even as a teenager in India, 
the works of great minds such as psychologist Carl Jung or the revered 
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Benedictine monk )LKL�.YPɉ��[OZ�H[[YHJ[LK�TL��;OPZ�PU[LYLZ[�^HZ�\[[LYS`�H[`WPJHS�
of my generation in that milieu. I can say I was an oddball. Interests in the more 
profound dimensions of life’s mysteries always fascinated me. However, about 
thirty years ago, I was genuinely hooked on discovering that health and healing 
were also a hidden mystery. And the key to unlocking it lies in our active 
participation on a day-to-day basis. 

0U�[OL�SHZ[�[LU�[V�Ä�M[LLU�`LHYZ��0�ILNHU�[V�KPZJV]LY�V[OLY�HZWLJ[Z�YLSH[LK�
to health beyond merely the food we eat, especially in the realm of mental 
and emotional well-being. If I could summarize my years of education and 
coaching in one simple phrase, it would be this: Health is not a destination! 
Health is an ongoing process that requires sustained engagement, and this 
is particularly true of mental health. I know from hard-earned experience that 
lasting change in our well-being happens when we integrate and align the 
mind’s understanding with the heart’s sensitivities. 

With all this in mind, I have included more than just recipes in this book. 
However, I have intentionally made the chapters bite-size for easy reading and 
quick absorption. Some of you may be well versed with this material. If so, I 
invite you to see it as a refresher course. 

On the other hand, if the concepts discussed in this book are new to you, 
and you don’t believe they belong in a cookbook, I invite you to reframe your 
expectations of a cookbook. Remember Forrest Gump? “Life is like a box 
of chocolates: you never know what you’re going to get.” Treat these new 
concepts like chocolates you’ve never tasted before. Try to keep an open 
mind and see where it takes you. If an idea does not speak to you, disregard 
it. However, the next one might. And if the whole lot of them turn out to be a 
bunch of baloney to you, well, that might be something you throw into a recipe. 
At least, you can enjoy the recipe section. 

Happy reading!
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Introduction
I come from a farming community in India. My ancestors, for the past 500 

years or so, have tilled the ground and cultivated food. 

As India gained its independence from colonial rule, they branched into 
professional careers, starting with my father’s generation. 

My dad was an engineer by profession. All the same, his generation 
(including him) retained their love for agriculture. Each week, he made a 
gruesome ten-hour roundtrip, changing four separate buses to manage his 
ancestral land. After retirement, he moved back to his native village and 
became a full-time farmer until a stroke incapacitated him. 

4`�KHYSPUN�MH[OLY�WHZZLK�PU�������0�^PSS�[LSS�`V\�[OH[��KLZWP[L�OPZ�ÅH^Z��OL�
was a good man and a phenomenal dad. I miss him dearly, almost daily.

 
0�HT�UV�KPɈLYLU[�MYVT�OPT��,]LU�[OV\NO�0�PTTPNYH[LK�[V�5VY[O�(TLYPJH����

years ago, my love for our ancestral lands has never waned. Presently, I am 
ÄNO[PUN�MVY�T`�SLNHS�ZOHYL�VM�T`�[PU`�WPLJL�VM�SHUK�HZ�0�^YP[L�[OPZ��0�JVUMLZZ�P[�
pains me deeply that I wasn’t given a fair share, being a girl child. However, to 
add insult to injury, even lands bequeathed legally to me were seized by a male 
relative in the family. 

It is not my intention to burden you with my woes. However, for years I 
erroneously believed that it was solely my fault—that my gender made me less 
worthy. I did not discern the gender bias that ran rampant in my own family.

The reason I share this with you is because it takes courage to be 
]\SULYHISL��(UK�0�HT�Q\Z[�Z[HY[PUN�[V�ÄUK�T`�]VPJL�PU�[OLZL�TH[[LYZ��:V��OLYL»Z�
an opportunity to exercise it even though it feels like airing my dirty laundry. On 
the positive side, handling food is such an integral part of my healing process 
that it feels okay to share this with you, knowing we’re on a journey of food, 
health, and reclaiming what is rightfully ours: a joyful life.
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In this book, I want to take you on a journey towards wholeness through 
home cooking. Cooking, for me, is not only a way to create healthy meals for 
consumption; it is a means to heal. So, I will pepper this book with stories with 
the intention that they inspire you to heal as well. As you may know from my 
ÄYZ[�IVVR��P[�^HZ�[OL�OLHS[O�VM�T`�ZWPYP[\HS�TLU[VY��[OL�SH[L�9L]��)LKL�.YPɉ[OZ��
that introduced me to the healing power of food.

Since we’re combining food, spirituality, and healing throughout this book, 
I would like to introduce you to the goddess Lakshmi, in whom all three come 
together. She represents health, wealth (material as well spiritual), and fertility 
in Hinduism. Lakshmi is arguably one of the most prominent goddesses of 
the ancient world, perhaps the original harvest goddess, who is revered and 
worshipped to date in India and worldwide.

More importantly, Lakshmi is the cosmic representation of the abundance 
PU�HSS�VM�JYLH[PVU��ZWLJPÄJHSS`�V\Y�WSHUL[�,HY[O��)\[�KVLZ�ZOL�OH]L�H�WSHJL�PU�[OL�
kitchen? And what has she got to do with cooking?

;OL�HUZ^LY�[V�[OL�ÄYZ[�X\LZ[PVU�PZ�H�YLZV\UKPUN�@,:��9LTLTILY��ZOL�PZ�[OL�
WLYZVUPÄJH[PVU�VM�4V[OLY�5H[\YL��HUK�MHYTLYZ�PU]VRL�3HRZOTP�MVY�H�IV\U[PM\S�
harvest. Each of our home kitchens is the localized version of Mother Nature’s 
generosity transforming from farm to table.

Unfortunately, today, our connection to nature is easily lost through our 
culture of packaged foods and stocked aisle.

6\Y�WHU[YPLZ�VM[LU�YLZLTISL�TPUP�Z\WLYTHYRL[Z�ÄSSLK�^P[O�JVSVYM\S�IV_LZ�
of cereals. The eye-catching plastic bottles containing beverages and so-
called “healthy foods” barely preserve the wholeness of nature. If someone 
from the early part of the last century time traveled into one of our kitchens 
or supermarkets, they would infer that we are an alien planet estranged from 
nature’s goodness.

The second question about Lakshmi’s role in our cooking today is that she 
is an essential aspect of our “Sacred Kitchen.” Suppose you have a copy of 
my previous book, The Blissful Mouthful Cookbook. In that case, you may 
YLJHSS�0�PU[YVK\JLK�[OL�JVUJLW[�VM�:HJYLK�2P[JOLU�[OLYL��0�^PSS�VɈLY�H�X\PJR�
recap here.
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The Sacred Kitchen concept is that, in a Hindu household, especially in 
India, the kitchen is considered a sacred space, so much so that an altar with 
a goddess (and god) adorns the kitchen. The idea behind this concept is to 
establish a connection between the material and spiritual dimensions. 

It might be good to keep in mind that I did not grow up with the notion of 
the Sacred Kitchen. My birth family is Christian, and therefore my mother did 
not practice it. The concept became familiar to me when I visited my Hindu 
friends’ homes and was invited to share a meal with them.

You see, quite a few of my Hindu friends’ families ate their meals sitting on 
[OL�RP[JOLU�ÅVVY��;OL�RP[JOLU�^HZ�RLW[�ZWPJ�HUK�ZWHU��0�^V\SK�NHaL�HKVYPUNS`�
at their kitchen altar, for it nourished my soul even though, as a child, I was 
not consciously aware this was happening. When I had my kitchen in North 
America, it didn’t occur to me for several years to create my Sacred Kitchen 
here in the west. 

/V^L]LY��[OPZ�JOHUNLK�^OLU�^L�Z[HY[LK�V\Y�ÄYZ[�HUU\HS�WPSNYPTHNL�[V�
India taking a group from the west. In 1999, I came back from India with an 
armload of goddess pictures. I created my Sacred Kitchen altar in our tiny, 
dark California kitchen, and ever since, an image of Lakshmi has adorned my 
kitchen altar.

I don’t know why I was drawn to the image of Lakshmi for my kitchen 
altar. She is a common sight in Hindu homes, although not necessarily in 
the kitchen. However, as I began to understand her connection to nature, 
the harvest, and food, I realized that, subconsciously, I had attuned to her 
vibrational energy.

Suppose you would like to create your Sacred Kitchen but are unable to 
relate to Lakshmi. In that case, my suggestion is to use holy pictures, even 
statues, of deities that speak to your faith tradition. This substitution is what 
I suggest to some of my coaching students. I, too, maintain a statue of Our 
Lady of Lourdes in my kitchen, gifted to me by my mother. 

Lakshmi’s energies create a sense of the sacred in our cooking space. If 
you feel comfortable with her, I recommend her highly. If you don’t, feel free to 
create a sense of the sacred in your kitchen with images that work for you.



SECTION 2

Food, Philosophy 
and Healing
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CHAPTER 1

Foods & Moods

“ The food you eat can be either the safest 
and most powerful form of medicine or the 
slowest form of poison.”   

— ANN WIGMORE

I dare say that most, if not all, of our food-related issues have an emotional 
ÅH]VY��*V\WSLK�^P[O�[OL�^H`�V\Y�MVVK�PUK\Z[Y`�OHZ�ILLU�OPQHJRLK��^L�OH]L�H�
recipe for a tumultuous relationship with one of our most basic needs: food!

It is safe to say that our thinking feeds our emotions. Did that pun jump 
out at you—“feed”? Exactly! For better or worse, we feed our emotions. 
We even have terms devised for this today. For example, “hangry”—a word 
newly added to the dictionary—describes our emotional state concerning 
food! Suppose you haven’t come across this word yet. In that case, “hangry” 
PZ�KLÄULK�HZ�HU�PUMVYTHS�HKQLJ[P]L�[OH[�TLHUZ�¸PYYP[HISL�VY�HUNY`�ILJH\ZL�VM�
hunger.”2

While researching foods and moods, I was thrilled to come across an article 
published by the National Center for Biotechnology Information, U.S. National 
Library of Medicine. In this article, four studies examined how emotions are 
TL[HWOVYPJHSS`�HZZVJPH[LK�^P[O�[HZ[L"�ZWLJPÄJHSS �̀�[OL�HZZVJPH[PVUZ�IL[^LLU�
taste words and emotional words, referred as “taste–emotion association.” 
The article’s intriguing title, “The Taste of Emotion: Metaphoric Association 
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Between Taste Words and Emotion/Emotion-Laden Words,”3 conveys the 
message succinctly.

And the results?

“Sweet” was associated with positive emotion/emotion-laden words. 
“Bitter,” followed by “sour” and “spicy,” was related to negative emotion/
emotion-laden words. There was a consistent metaphoric association in both 
taste-to-emotion and emotion-to-taste directions, such as:

1 “Bitter” and “sad” 

1 “Sour” and “envy” 

1 “Spicy” and “angry” 

1 “Sweet” and “happy”

Most importantly, these studies have the capacity for a greater 
understanding of the embodied cognition theory.4 The gist of this theory is that 
^OH[�^L�L_WLYPLUJL�IVKPS`�JHU�PUÅ\LUJL�^OH[�^L�WYVJLZZ�PU�TPUK��(UK�]PJL�
]LYZH��7\[�ZPTWS �̀�V\Y�IVK`�HUK�TPUK�PUÅ\LUJL�LHJO�V[OLY��

I don’t mean to go all geeky here, but the embodied cognition theory is 
]LY`�KPɈLYLU[�MYVT�K\HSPZT��Dualism originated with Descartes. Remember 
René Descartes, who declared in the 17th century that our body and mind are 
LU[PYLS`�KPɈLYLU[�HUK�[OH[�[OLYL�PZ�UV�JVUULJ[PVU�IL[^LLU�[OLT�^OH[ZVL]LY&�
;OPZ�V\[KH[LK�WOPSVZVWOPJHS�TVKLS�JVU[PU\LZ�[V�PUÅ\LUJL�V\Y�WYLZLU[�KH`�
science and society.

We now know that Descartes’s model is no longer valid! This erroneous 
way of looking at what is now known as the “body-mind connection” has 
JH\ZLK�\Z�ZPNUPÄJHU[�KHTHNL�V]LY�[OL�WHZ[�ZL]LYHS�O\UKYLK�`LHYZ��;OL�IVK`�
TPUK�JVUULJ[PVU�PZ�UV�SVUNLY�Q\Z[�H�[OLVY �̀�6\Y�LTV[PVUZ�HɈLJ[�V\Y�OLHS[O��
HUK�PU�[\YU��[OL�MVVKZ�^L�LH[�HɈLJ[�V\Y�LTV[PVUZ��0[�PZ�LX\HSS`�PTWVY[HU[�[V�
YLJVNUPaL�[OH[�[OL�MVVKZ�^L�HYL�Z\WWVZLK�[V�LH[·VY�UV[�LH[·HSZV�PUÅ\LUJL�
our emotions. 

Despite the new information available, most people are not aware of the 
relationship between foods and moods, including my well-educated coaching 
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students. They are often surprised at how their food consumption could 
profoundly impact their emotional well-being, which they discover through our 
coaching process. My biggest success story is my husband and his battle with 
PTSD. Once he began to accept my recommendations (spouses, you know 
that this is no cakewalk, ha ha...) and found the relationship between foods 
HUK�TVVKZ�MVY�OPTZLSM��P[�THKL�H�O\NL�KPɈLYLUJL�PU�THUHNPUN�OPZ�JVUKP[PVU�
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